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Verona, PA—Conco Systems, Inc. has released “A Guide to Total Performance for Condensers.”  The 
guide comes with a diagram of the Rankine Cycle and Conco solutions for performance improvements.  
The intention of the guide is to help power plants achieve “the perfect balance of productivity, 
reliability, and profitability” from the effective integration of cleaning, non-destructive testing, and leak 
detection technology.  Conco’s unique combination of testing, leak detection, and tube cleaning 
“provides the world’s best platform to help customers reduce cost, downtime, and inefficiency.”  Conco 
Systems, Inc. invented the world’s first condenser tube cleaner in 1923.  Since then, Conco has not only 
improved and expanded their tube cleaner designs, but they have also added services, such as leak 
detection, and incorporated new technologies, such as non-destructive testing, to satisfy all aspects of 
customer service. 
 
This guide to Total Performance mirrors Conco’s capabilities with the business objectives of their power 
plant clientele.  Conco has matched their performance triad of cleaning, non-destructive testing, and 
leak detection with three major goals of productivity, reliability, and profitability, which, when 
supported by Conco’s products, services, and technologies, will help any power plant to achieve Total 
Performance.  By utilizing Conco’s integrated platform with Non-Destructive Testing, power plants will 
be able to catch problems before they lead to outages, which, in turn, increase productivity.  By using 
Conco’s Leak Detection services, plants will be able to effectively locate condenser air inleakage and 
tube leakage, helping plants to become more reliable.  And finally, by effectively cleaning condensers 
with Conco Tube Cleaning, heat transfer is improved and plants are more profitable by generating more 
efficient power at a lower cost. 
For more information, please visit: http://www.concosystems.com 
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For Media Only: 

Take a look at Conco’s guides to Total Performance: 

http://www.concosystems.com/sites/default/files/userfiles/flash/conco_horizontal_web.swf 

http://www.concosystems.com/sites/default/files/userfiles/flash/conco_vertical_web.swf 
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